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• High degree requirement complexity
• Many course options (~2,500 / semester)
• 40% 4-year graduation rate (U.S.) 
• 1:400 student:adviser ratio nationwide

• Large scale enrollment
• Evolution of the textbook
• Access ≠ Success
• “Low touch”

Contexts
moocs

Can analytics help scale guidance in these contexts?



Scaling personalized guidance using…

play_video_1, pause_video_1, answer_Q2_correct, 
load_page2, play_video_2 pause_video2

online course data (MOOC clickstream sequences)
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Paper link: http://tiny.cc/aied_communication_paper



One-on-one instructor communication is 
scarce in “at scale” classrooms
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• Send individual email
• Post individual discussion board reply

• Announcement to entire class
or class section

Communication options for online instructors:
More

personalized
Less

personalized

1
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Provide instructors an intermediary level of personalized 
communication based on learners’ engagement analytics

Deploy a working instructor communications interface in an 
edX course with daily updated analytics as proof-of-concept

Main Objectives of the Research:

Bloom, B. S. (1984). The 2 sigma problem: The search for methods of group 
instruction as effective as one-to-one tutoring. Educational researcher, 13(6), 4-16.



e.g. 125 > 99 vs. 1.25 > 9.9 e.g. 125 > 99 vs. 1.25 > 9.9 

Related work on engagement (drop-out)

• Drop-out survey as unintentional intervention (Whitehill et al., 2015)
• Peer social chat within a course (Ferschke, 2015)
• Early warning course drop-out system on-campus (Jayaprakash, 2014)

• Hidden Markov Models (Balakrishnan & Coetzee, 2013)
• Support Vector Machines (Kloft et al., 2014)
• Logistic regression (Jiang et al., 2014)
• Recurrent Neural Networks (Mi & Yeung, 2015) hand-engineered features
• Ensembles (Boyer & Veeramachaneni, 2016)

Drop-out interventions

Drop-out prediction models
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• Drop-out prediction replication frameworks 
(Andres et al., 2017;Gardner & Brooks, 2018) 

Drop-out model frameworks for evaluation/replication

Additional Note on Motivation

“What good is prediction?” 

Making predictive models useable in real-world contexts is as 
valuable an endeavor for the community as is discovery and 

data mining with those models



Our Methodology

1. Evaluate past predictive models + RNNs on large MOOC datasets

2. Build an analytics back-end and front-end interface in edX to 
surface predictions to instructors

3. Allow email communications to be sent based on these analytics
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Model Inputs and Outputs
(neural network version)
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Dataset

Final set was 20 courses with 13.6 million clickstream events total
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Comparison of distributions between the original 102 courses and the selected 20

Descriptive statistics for the selected 20 courses



Prediction Results
(certification)
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• 5-fold cross-validation             
(16 courses training, 4 testing)

• LSTM with representation 
learning outperformed all other 
approaches except for last two 
weeks (p < 0.05)

• Logistic regression better than 
non-RNN methods (including 
Ensemble)

• LSTM (representation learning) 
used for additional drop-out 
and completion outcome 
prediction models



Dashboard (front-end) Design 
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Student engagement analytics displayed 
on staff only viewable dashboard

Instructor selects learners to 
communicate with based on analytics 
consisting of per-student predictions of:

• Completion
• Attrition
• Passing/Certification

[generated from daily edX event logs]

Email composed and 
sent to selected learners



Selection of recipients based on engagement analytics



Composition of email to selected recipients 



Engagement Analytics (back-end) API
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https://github.com/CAHLR/Communicator

Interested in joining the open-edx pilot?

Send me a calendar invite: tiny.cc/zpUCB



CS61A, MATH1B, SPA12, STAT200B, CUE100A, 
CS188, CS267, CS268, ENN1B

University course selection (sequences of course enrollment)

Scaling personalized guidance using…



Information vs. Guidance



1. Student selects “Sociology 5: Evaluation of Evidence” as a favorite course
2. First, close course description matches to the selected course are shown

Facilitating Exploration



3. The vector representation model is used to surface similar courses across 
campus that may not share catalog description terms

Facilitating Exploration



Inspirations from computational text

Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean (2013)

(From Language)

“All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.”

families

All      happy    are    alike

KING[vec] – MAN[vec] + WOMAN[vec] ≈ QUEEN[vec]
Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig (2013)

(Tolstoy)

(                                        )
Distributed representation of “royalty” (emergent semantics)

Each   unhappy  family

unhappy  family       is

RNN language 
model

Skip-gram model

Mikolov et al. (2010)

Mikolov et al. (2013)



(e.g., Google News archive)
This training process, using SGD, is run on a corpus of 1b words 

to learn vector representations of each word in the vocabulary

Learning Emergent Semantics

alike

0.505 0.9412 0.1154 0.8524

All happy are

families Word2vec/skip-gram
Mikolov, T., & Dean, J. (2013)

Hyper parameters
• Length of hidden layer (e.g., 4)
• Size of context window (e.g., 2)

“All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.”

(From Language)
context

input

0 … 0 0 1 … 0



Methodology

● Skip-gram (word2vec) algorithm applied to enrollment sequences

CS 101A

CS 101B

PHYS 7 

PHYS H7

INFO 154

Can this approach embed 
courses into a “concept 
space”?

INFO 254

PHYSH7, MATH1B, SPA12, STAT200B…



Dataset
● 3.6M enrollments at UCB from      

Fall ‘08 through Fall ‘15
● 110,335 undergraduates
● 38,147 graduates
● 9,038 unique lectures courses

○ across 17 colleges

○ 124 departments

Access to anonymized student data granted by the UCB Registrar & Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects



Exploring the arithmetic properties of the space

A vector space theoretically possesses arithmetic and scalar closure properties. 
This was tested by adding department centroids together and observing the 
nearest neighbor department centroid that resulted.

Pardos & Nam (2018)



Each   unhappy  family

unhappy  family       is

RNN language 
model Mikolov et al. (2010)

Next course prediction (normative)

Acknowledgement: We thanks Andrew Eppig (OPA), Mark Chiang (EDW), Johanna Metzgar (ex-
OR), Jen Stringer (ETS), Aswan Movv (EDW), Daniel Grieb (EDW), Anji Gannavarapu (EDW), Max 
Michel (EDW), Larry Conrad (CIO), and Walter Wong (Registrar) for their support in developing the 
system.

• Trained predictive models of course selection

Pardos, Z.A., Fan, Z., Jiang, W. (2019) 
Connectionist Recommendation in the Wild: On 
the utility and scrutability of neural networks for 
personalized course guidance. 
User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction. 



Visualization of all undergrad students the semester before they graduate

(Pardos, Fan, & Jian, 2019)



Applications of the enrollment vector space

Predicting on-time graduation: a case study of Integrative 
Biology students (Luo & Pardos, AAAI EAAI 2018)

Inferring and personalizing course prerequisite 
relationships (Jiang, Pardos, & Wei, LAK 2019)

Developing the vector-based course information system 
at UCB (Pardos, Fan, & Jiang, UMUAI 2019)
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Thank You!

Questions?
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